
 
 

Welcome Ladies and Gentlejedis, 
 

after two and a half years of development, the time has come for the galactic warfare final 
version.If you haven't play Galactic Warfare until now, you might find the following 

information helpful. 
 

About Galactic Warfare 
Galactic Warfare is a star wars modification for Call of Duty 4. It's a non commercial project operating by 

fans and it stands in no correlations with Lucasfilms or Lucasarts.  
Before you will ask, it's PC only and there is no way to take it to Xbox or Playstation. Galactic Warfare is 

free. All you need is your own copy of Call of Duty 4, Modern Warfare, for PC. 
Galactic Warfare brings the battles of the starwars episodes four, five and six to Call of Duty. Fight as a 

soldier of the resistance alliance for the freedom of the galaxy or blast that rebel scum out of the universe 
as a stormtrooper. 

 
Getting Connected 

If you own CoD4, but you haven't played it for a longer time, be sure, that you have installed the latest 
patch 1.7. You might also need an update for the PunkBuster anti cheat software. Just visit 

evenbalance.com (http://www.evenbalance.com/index.php?page=pbsetup.php), download PBsetup and 
update PunkBuster. 

After that, you need the IP address of a game server running galactic warfare. You can visit sites like 
GameTracker or Game-Monitor to figure these out. 

Search for Call of Duty 4 servers, containing "Galactic Warfare" in their names, write down the address and 
start CoD 4. Open the ingame console, hit a few times backspace, type slash connect and the IP address 

you wrote down and hit enter. E.g.: /connect 178.63.77.4:28960 
If you have installed Galactic Warfare by using our windows installer you will find a short cut for a server 

list in your start menu: http://www.game-
monitor.com/search.php?vars=fs_game=mods/swm_gw1&game=cod4 

You can also use some external programs like Xfire, or HLSW, to connect. 
Once you have joined a server, hit the escape key, pick your side and class and start the fight. May the 

force be with you. 
 

The Maps 
 

 
 

Let's take a look at the maps. Five Galactic Warfare stock maps are located at the planet Tatooine in the 
outer rim. Bestine is the major city of Tatooine; Jundland and Jundland Dusk are located in the waste 

lands, Anchorhead was one of the first settlements on Tatooine. And last the town of Mos Eisley. The most 
popular space port of Tatooine, known from Episode 4. 

  



 
 

This is the cloud city of Bespin. Apart from a landing platform where you can find the Millenium Falcon, it's 
a pure indoor map. With all its doors and corridors, Bespin is real convoluted. But this map offers also some 

new tactical options, that where never been seen in Call of Duty before. Till the Galactic Warfare beta 
phase, some players have complained about the doors. They didn't know which door will open to another 

room an which won't. It's really simple. Just take a look at the lower part of each door. You will recognize a 
red or blue cycle. Red means, the door is locked. Blue means, it can be crossed. You can also find some 
Easter eggs in Cloud City. We will not reveal them, but here's a hint: Some things are hidden and some 

rooms need sunlight. 
 

 
If you have watched Episode 5, you will recognize why this map takes the name "Not a Cave". It's a small 

funmap and it only runs in the game type death match.  
 

With Bestine, Jundland Day and Jundland Dusk, Anchorhead, Mos Eisley, Cloud City Bespin and Not a Cave, 
there are seven maps available for Galactic Warfare. 

 
Gametypes 

Certainly Galactic Warfare supports all Call of Duty 4 stock game types, like Search and Destroy, 
TeamDeathMatch, Headquarters, Sabotage and Domination. It also supports Capture the Flag and a new 

gametype called V.I.D. 
 

V I D 
This game type is called "Very Important Droid". You will find two rescue points on each map. One team 
attacks, the other defends. Randomly one player of the attacking team will spawn as a R2 droid. The goal 
is to escort this R2 unit safely to one of the two rescue points. By standing near to a rescue point for a few 

seconds, the attackers have won the round and scored. 



 
 

If you will spawn as the V.I.D., you will see yourself in the third person view. Use this view to have a better 
look around corners. So you can spot whether your way is save or not. You can fire some electric sparkles 

to defend yourself. These sparkles will paralyze and kill your enemy. By using your melee key you can 
sprint for a short distance. Third person view, sprint and sparkles, can be powerful weapons.  

Use them to succeed. 
 

------------------------------------ 
 

Shortly to the end of our guide, we would like to point out, that it is possibly to create LAN an dedicated 
servers in galactic warfare. If you have installed Galactic Warfare by using the Windows Installer you will 

find some short cuts for starting a server at your windows start menu.We hope you could get all the 
information you needed to play galactic warfare. 

Enjoy it, play hard, but fair. Thanks for reading the Galactic Warfare Noobs Guide. 
May the force be with you. 

 
------------------------------------ 
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